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Abstract— This paper addresses the design of a control law
for vision-based robot navigation. The method proposed is based
on a topological representation of the environment. Within this
context, a learning stage enables a graph to be built in which
nodes represent views acquired by the camera, and edges denote
the possibility for the robotic system to move from one image
to an other. A path finding algorithm then gives the robot
a collection of views describing the environment it has to go
through in order to reach its desired position. This article focuses
on the control law used for controlling the robot motion’s on-
line. The particularity of this control law is that it does not
require any reconstruction of the environment, and does not force
the robot to converge towards each intermediary position in the
path. Landmarks matched between each consecutive views of the
path are considered as successive features that the camera has to
observe within its field of view. An original visual servoing control
law, using specific features, ensures that the robot navigates
within the visibility path. Simulation results demonstrate the
validity of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility to use a camera for controlling the motion
of a robotic system is, these days, quite a common issue.
Several industrial applications benefit from this technology
to automate robotic positioning tasks. Nowadays, scientific
investigations concern the extension of this technology for
giving to robots the capacity of moving in large environments,
problem which is usually called vision-based navigation.
The difficulty of vision-based navigation comes from the
fact that the initial position of the robot can be far from the
position it wishes to reach. Thus, the images describing the
initial and desired positions can be totally different. A robotic
system able to perform such a task must therefore have an
internal representation of its environment. This knowledge can
then be used to localize the initial and desired positions, but
also to define a path between these two positions.
In the related literature, the two major issues are the model-
based and the appearance-based approaches. The first one
relies on the knowledge of a 3D model of the navigation
space. If the model is not known a priori, a learning step
enables to reconstruct it, like in [1], where a bundle adjustment
is employed to obtain the 3D coordinates of points, or in [2],
where spherical point coordinates are deduced from the fusion
of visual tracking and odometry information. A large part
of the research in robot navigation is devoted to Slam (for
Simultaneous Localization And Mapping), which concerns the
autonomous reconstruction of the environment [3], [4], by
determining the motions that enable the robot to discover new
areas. But those techniques do not manage to define and realize
a path for reaching a particular position.
In these approaches, the localization is nothing but a match-
ing between the global model and the local one deduced from
sensor data, such as lines [5], planes [6] or points [2], [1].
Then, the motion is usually defined as an iterative attraction
towards intermediary desired positions. It can be realized
either by comparing the current and the next-desired robot
position [1], or by controlling that image features replay the
trajectories observed during the learning step [7], [2].
Contrary to the model-based approach, the appearance-
based formalism has the advantage of not requiring a 3D
model. The scene is represented by a topological graph, where
nodes correspond to local descriptions of the environment, ie
images, and edges describe the capacity to move from one
position to another. Localization is usually realized trough
a similarity measure, comparing the image given by the
camera and the whole data base. Several measures have been
proposed, like color histograms [8], photometric invariants [9],
SIFT points [10] or directly the whole image [11].
According to the information associated to the images from
the database, different strategies can be employed to define
the robot motions. In [11], a particular motion is associated
to each image from the database, and the robot performs
the movement associated to the closest view in its visual
memory. This strategy requires to be sure that the robot is not
going to drift from the learned trajectory, which could make
the stored motions ineffective. Another common approach
consists in using visual servoing schemes, based on visual
landmarks extracted from the image, to converge towards
each intermediary view of the image path. In [12], path
planning enables to define the trajectories of points between
each image. In [13], [14], set of landmarks are constrained to
reach their associated positions in each image from the path.
Nevertheless, it is not necessarily imperative to impose these
local convergences in order to to carry out the navigation task,
and it can even be problematic if the robot can not ensure it
(like for example if local obstacles not present in the database
make one of these convergences impossible).
This paper proposes a method related to the appearance-
based formalism, which enables to get freed from an expensive
and difficult global 3D reconstruction. The proposed method
does not require to reach exactly each intermediate image,
avoiding some useless local convergences. Robot motions
are computed from an original adaptation of visual servoing
schemes, by controlling and improving the observation of a
set of interest points. Section 2 recalls how can be defined the
image path. Section 3 introduces the general principle of the
method proposed and gives some notations and geometrical
elements that are used in the rest of the paper. Section 4
presents in details the control law proposed, and Section 5
illustrates this method with some experiences. Conclusions and
further works are finally discussed in Section 6.
II. NAVIGATION TASK DEFINITION WITHIN A
TOPOLOGICAL APPROACH
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the basic operations that manage to
get an image path within a topological framework. First of all,
a set of images describing the environment is acquired during
an off-line step. An automatic image matching algorithm
(like [15]) is then used to define a relationship between each
couple of images from the database. The corespondences
found are used to construct the topological graph. Indeed since
an edge represents a motion between two images that can
perform the robot, it is necessary that the associated images
describe the same part of the environment, and therefore share
some points of interest.
The navigation starts with the localization of the initial robot
position (see Fig. 1). In topological approaches, the localiza-
tion consists in finding within the database the local sensor
descriptions that are the most similar to the one given by
the robotic system. In vision-based approaches, this process is
usually treated as an image retrieval problem. This localization
is qualitative, since the current robot position with respect to
a reference frame is not searched. The retrieval process only
informs that the robotic system is in the vicinity of one of the
images from the database.
Once the robot has recognized its position with respect to
its visual memory, the next operation consists in defining a
path that links its current location with the position it has
to reach (see Fig. 2). This process directly benefits from
the graph representation of the database. Indeed, this path is
obtained by searching in the graph the shortest path between
the two nodes respectively the most similar to the current and
desired positions. Since an edge links two views that share
some points, the obtained path, which is called an image path,
visually describes the environment the robotic system has to
go through. If one can ensure that the robot stays during all its
navigation in the vicinity of the locations described by these
images, it is possible to put in relation the landmarks observed
by the camera with the ones detected in the image path.
III. GENERAL APPROACH AND GEOMETRICAL
BACKGROUND
A. Navigation scheme based on feature visibility
Let ψ0, . . . , ψN denotes the N+1 images of the path. ψ0
is the image acquired by the camera before the robot starts to
move. ψN is the view it wishes to obtain after the navigation.
The visual memory also gives the set of correspondences
Desired viewInitial view
describing the 
Request image
Similar view,
Image data base
navigation space
in term of content
Fig. 1. Qualitative robot localization by image retrieval.
Initial image Desired image
Fig. 2. Image path finding. The robot uses this path during the navigation
to localize itself and to define its motion.
between the successive images of the path. Mi is the set of
points
{
ixj , i+1xj
}
shared by views ψi and ψi+1. Sets Mi
characterize the path the robot has to go through. Indeed, at
the beginning of the motion, the robot observes the landmarks
of set M0, and it has then to move towards the area described
by M1. Gradually, if the robot manages to observe the features
of the next scheduled set Mi, it will reach the desired area,
and can then converge towards its desired position.
In order to move the robot along the path, visual features
that characterize the conditions of observation of the current
desired set of points Mi are defined. At each iteration, the
motion of the robot is controlled to improve these conditions.
Figure 3 presents the control loop used during the naviga-
tion. The different steps involved are the following:
1) Point tracking: the points t−1xj visible in the previous
view ψt−1 are localized in the current view ψt.
2) Point transfer: points from the image path are trans-
fered to the current view. It enables to determinate if
new points get inside the camera field of view, but also
to predict the position of points on the image plane even
if they are not yet physically visible.
3) Visible points update: for all the set of correspon-
dences Mi defined onto the image path, points that are
currently projected inside the camera field of view are
recorded and form the new set of visible points txj .
4) Interest set selection: among all the sets for which some
points are already visible, the furthest one is selected,
so that the robot progresses along the path.
5) Control law update: the motion is defined with respect
to this interest set Mi. The robot moves towards an area
where the observation of this set is considered better.
control law
update
new image
acquisition selection
Point
tracking
Point projection
update
visible points
update
Interest set
Fig. 3. General control loop used
This paper mainly focuses on the control law part, which
is described in Section IV. In a real application, the track-
ing stage (1) can be performed with a differential point
tracker [16]. Next section presents how can be performed the
point transfer.
B. Point transfer with homographies
Step (2) can be realized by using the image transfer method
proposed in [17], which is based on the estimation of the
homography 2Hp1 , linking the projections 1xpj and 2xpj in
two views ψ1 and ψ2 of a 3D point Xj :
2xpj ∝ 2Hp11xpj + β1,jc2, (1)
where ∝ is the equality up to a scalar factor, c2 is the epipole
of the second camera and:
2Hp1 = K2
2Hn1K
−1
1 ,
2Hn1 =
(
2R1 +
2t11n

dπ
)
(2)
Ki represents the camera intrinsic parameters. (2R1, 2t1) is
the rigid motion between the two camera positions. This
rotation and translation (up to a scalar factor) can be extracted
from the homography [18]. 2Hp1 is defined with respect to a
reference plane π. n represents its normal, and dj the signed
distance between the 3D point and this plane (see Figure 4).
If all the points belong to the plane π, only four points are
needed to compute the homography [18], and βi,j = 0. If it
is not the case, eight correspondences are needed [19].
The parallax β1,j is deduced from eq. (1):
β1,j = −
(
2Hp1
1xpj ∧ 2xpj
)T (
c2 ∧ 2xpj
)
‖c2 ∧ 2xpj‖2
(3)
By scaling the homography with respect to a point X0 /∈ π,
such that 2xp0 ∝ 2H′p11xp0 + c2, the parallaxes of all points
become invariant to the second view [17]. Thus, if one knows
the homography 3Hp1 between the same reference frame ψ1
and a third image ψ3, and if this homography is scaled with the
same reference point X0, it is possible to predict the position
in ψ3 of any point matched between views ψ1 and ψ2:
3xpj ∝ 3H′p11xpj + β′1,jc3, (4)
Indeed, if one knows the homography between the current
view and some images of the path, it is then possible to
estimate the image coordinates of features that were not yet
considered visible, even if these points are not within the
camera field of view.
dπ
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d1
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Fig. 4. Epipolar geometry deduced by the homography
Let us add that the homography enables to estimate some
scene structure information [19], like the ratio between the
depth Z1 and Z2 of a 3D point:
τ =
Z2
Z1
=
‖[2t1]×2R11xnj‖
‖[2t1]×2xnj‖
, (5)
with Kiixnj = ixpj , and the ratio between the depth Z2 and
distance d1:
ρ =
Z2
d1
= τ
‖2t1/d1‖
‖2t1/Z1‖ , (6)
with 2t1/Z1 = τ2xnj−2R11xnj . These relations will be used
in the following.
IV. QUALITATIVE VISUAL SERVOING
The new control law we propose can be seen as a qualitative
visual servoing. Classically, visual servoing aims at minimiz-
ing the error between the value of a set of visual features s
and their desired value s∗. For that, a classical control law is
given by [20]:
v = −λLs+(s− s∗), (7)
where v is the camera velocity sent to the low level robot
controller, λ is a gain tuning the time-to-convergence of the
system, and L+s is the pseudo inverse of the interaction matrix
related to s (defined such as s˙ = Lsv).
In the method proposed, no particular desired position can
be defined, since the robot is not required to reach each
intermediary position defined by the image path. As we
previously mentioned, the robot is only imposed to move along
areas where the conditions of observation of the set Mi are
considered satisfactory. This observation quality is controlled
by a set of objective functions V defined such that their
minima correspond to positions where the associated criterion
of observation is satisfied.
Therefore, the error s−s∗ in (7) is replaced by the gradient
of V(p). A satisfactory area is reached when ∇V(p)= 0. In
other words, s=∇V(p), s∗=∇V(p)∗=0, and Ls is replaced
by the interaction matrix of ∇V(p).
Following subsections present the different functions pro-
posed to progress along the path.
A. Progressing along the path
This first objective function is designed to move the robot
forward. The projection on the image plane of a set of 3D
points is closely related to the distance between the points and
the camera. It is obvious that if this distance is increased, the
projections get closer to the image center (since x = X/Z).
Thus, the comparison of the projection areas in the current
view and in the next image of the path gives a good estimate
of the distance between the two camera positions.
This projection area can be described by the following mea-
surement, which is based on second order centered moments:
a = µ02 + µ20, with µij =
n∑
k=0
(xk − xg)i (yk − yg)j , (8)
where (xg, yg) is the center of gravity of the n considered
points. The following measure an enables then to compare
the current area with the one observed in the image ψi+1:
an =
√
a∗
a
, (9)
Since the robot is not required to reach the next image of
the path ψi+1, we are not expecting to obtain the same
measure a∗n, but rather a value in the vicinity:
am = a∗n(1− p) < an < a∗n(1 + p) = aM , (10)
with p ∈ [0 1]. The validity of this inequality can be controlled
with the following function:
Van(an) = g(an − aM ) + g(am − an), (11)
where:
g(x) =
1
2
x2h(x) and h(x) = arctan(kπx)
π
+
1
2
(12)
h(x) is the arc-tangent function normalized on [0; 1]. It cor-
responds to an “heavy-side” function that defines a smooth
transition between values 0 and 1, starting when x = 0. The
constant scalar k regulates the curvature of the transition. Van
is thus null when an belongs to the confident interval and tends
towards the parabolic function when an moves away from this
free area (see Fig. 5).
The error associated to Van is defined as:
ean = ∇anVan =
∂Van
∂an
, (13)
where ∇anVan is easily obtained from (11). The derivative
of ean with respect to time is:
e˙an =
∂ean
∂an
dan
dt
=
∂2Van
∂a2n
Lanv = Leanv, (14)
where Lan is the interaction matrix related to an, and Lean
the one related to the visual feature ∇anVan . This matrix must
be estimated in order to define the control law.
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Fig. 5. Controlling motions along the optical axis: used, (b) its gradient
As previously mentioned, the function h used in g realizes
a smooth transition between values 0 and 1. The objective
function defined in (11) can thus be approximated by :
Van(an) =


1
2 (am − an)2 if an < am,
1
2 (an − aM )2 if an > aM ,
0 otherwise.
(15)
We have of course:
∂2Van
∂a2n
=
{
1 if an < am, or an > aM ,
0 otherwise. (16)
Since ean = 0 for am < an < aM , Lan can be chosen as a
good approximation of Lean . Lan is given by [21]:
Lan = [0 0 − 1/Z∗ − an1 an2 0] , (17)
with:
1 = yg + (ygµ02 + xgµ11 + µ21 + µ03) /a
2 = xg + (xgµ20 + ygµ11 + µ12 + µ30) /a,
(18)
where 1 and 2 can be neglected with respect to 1. Eq. (17)
is correct only if the camera is parallel to a supposed planar
object (at a distance Z∗). However this matrix is used in our
application (with Z∗=1), since we do not require to get the
same measure. Indeed, we do not impose to reach exactly the
next image. This approximation is thus enough to move the
robot closer to the position related to the next view of the
path.
B. Feature position control
The next function controls the measure projection onto the
image plane. All the elements of the measure set Mi should
project within the camera field of view. Therefore, a free
area Ifree is defined within the image plane (see Fig. 6). A
point projection xj =(xj , yj) is considered satisfactory if it
is such that: xj ∈ [xm+α;xM−α] and yj ∈ [ym+α; yM−α],
where xm, xM , ym and yM are the image borders, and α > 0.
The function Vs that enables to characterize the quality of
the point positions on the image plane is defined by:
Vs =
∑
j
Vs(xj) (19)
with:
Vs(xj)=g(xm−xj)+ g(xj −xM )+ g(ym−yj)+ g(yj −yM ),(20)
ψi
IvM − αvm + α
Ifree
uM − α
um + α
Fig. 6. Ifree is a restriction of the infinite image plane I
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Fig. 7. Controlling point positions: (a) function for a single point, (b) gradient
for xj coordinates
where g(x) has already been given in equation (12). Figure 7
presents this objective function and its gradient.
By using the same approximation as before, the interaction
matrix related to ∇sVs is approximated by the interaction
matrix Ls associated to the image point coordinates. This ma-
trix stacks the different interaction matrices of all considered
points. For a single point, this matrix is:
Lxj =
[
1
di+1
Sj Qj
]
, (21)
with:
Sj =
1
ρj
[ −1 0 xj
0 −1 yj
]
Qj =
[
xjyj −(1+x2j ) yj
1+y2j −xjyj −xj
]
(22)
di+1 is the distance between the camera frame of view ψi+1
and the reference plane π. Scalar ρj can be extracted from
the homography tHni+1 between the current view ψt and the
image ψi+1 of the path (see eq. (6)).
C. Control of the orientation
The last function deals with the error of orientation that can
be found between the current camera position and the next
image ψi+1 of the path. This rotation tRi+1 can be extracted
from the homography tHi+1 estimated from matches obtained
between the current view and the view ψi+1.
The minimal representation θu of this rotation is obtained
from the coefficients rij(i=1..3,j=1..3) of i+1Rt, by using:
θu =
1
2sincθ

 r32 − r23r31 − r13
r21 − r12

 , (23)
with θ = arccos((r11 + r22 + r33− 1)/2), and where sincθ is
such that sin θ = θsincθ.
Once more, the quality of the current orientation is defined
by an interval:
−pθ < θui < pθ, (24)
where p ∈ [0 1]. The associated function is:
Vθu(θui) = g(θui − pθ) + g(−pθ − θui), (25)
and the interaction matrix of ∇θuVθu is approximated
by Lθu [19]:
Lθu = [03 Lw] where Lw = I3−θ2 [u]×+
(
1− sincθ
sinc2 θ2
)
[u]2×
(26)
Let us notice that in our experiments, this function is only
used to control rotations around x and y axis. Indeed, rotations
around z do not either improve the feature visibility or move
the robot towards its goal. But it could be possible to control
this degree of freedom for other applications.
Next subsection presents how these different functions are
combined to compute the motion of the robotic system.
D. General control law
In order to simultaneously satisfy the three constraints
previously defined, the control law is given by:
v = −λL−1∇, (27)
where L and ∇ are respectively a stack of interaction matrices
and visual features:
∇ = (∇anVan ,∇s Vs,∇θuVθu) and L = (Lan ,Ls,Lθu)
(28)
The feature projection txnj of points belonging to Mi (shared
by views ψi and ψi+1), and the homography tHi+1 estimated
from correspondences between ψi+1 and ψt are used to update
∇ and L, as proposed in the previous subsections.
Finally, once enough features originally matched between
views ψN−1 and ψN are visible, a classical visual servo
control law is used to converge towards the desired position.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents several experiments that validate the
navigation scheme proposed. These experiments are performed
in simulation, in order to study the control law behavior
without adding potential noise that could bring the tracking
and prediction steps.
A. Five degrees of freedom system
Figure 8 presents the environment in which the camera is
moving. It is composed of a set of planes onto which are
defined some points of interest.
Figure 9 describes the camera poses associated to the
different views of the path, that are contained in the image data
base. Figure 10(a) displays the initial and desired view, and
Figure 10(b) presents, as an example, the features matched
between views ψ1 and ψ2 of this path.
The trajectory and the camera poses obtained with the
proposed control law are presented on Figures 11 and 12.
In Figure 12, blue vertical lines denotes a change of interest
set Mi, and crosses indicates the position of the reference
frame used just before this change. Even if the obtained trajec-
tory implicitely depends on the image path, the displacement
Fig. 8. Views of the 3D object used for simulations. The camera frame is
represented as follows: x axis in red, y axis in green, and z axis in blue
Fig. 9. Exp. 1: Poses corresponding to the image path
ψ0
ψ19
ψ1
ψ2
(a) (b)
Fig. 10. Exp. 1: Illustration of the image path (a) initial and desired view
(b) example of a matched set (M1, between views ψ1 and ψ2)
.
realized is not a succession of convergences towards each in-
termediary views. As scheduled, the beginning of the motion is
mainly a translation along the optical axis (iterations 0 to 370).
Once the camera is close enough to the object, translations
along y axis and rotations around x axis are realized in order
to observe the features suited on the upper part of the object
(370 to 800). Translations along x axis permit then to reach
the desired final area. Finally, a classical positioning control
law is used for performing the final convergence (which is not
shown on Figure 12).
In the next experience, the image path used is the same, but
the initial position has changed (see Fig. 13). As it can be seen
on Figure 15, the overall motion is very similar to the previous
one. Nevertheless, one can observe that at the beginning of
the motion, translations along x axis and rotations around y
axis are larger (from iteration 0 to 370). Indeed, these motions
enable to keep the object within the camera field of view, since
translations along the optical axis make the object projection
get closer to the left border of the image.
Fig. 11. Exp.1: realized trajectory
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Fig. 12. Exp.1: Position (Translation et Orientation) of the camera during
the navigation. Crosses indicate the position of the image used for controlling
the motion. Vertical lines denote a change of interest set.
B. Set up two: robotic system moving on a plane
In the next experience, the proposed control law is used for
controlling the motion of a camera moving on a plane, as if
it was mounted on a holonomic mobile robot. The navigation
space corresponds to a corridor, defined by a set of planes on
the floor and on the walls.
The robot is here controlled with two inputs: one for the
translation along z axis, and one for the rotation around y
axis. Interaction matrices Ls and Lθu are thus simplified to
consider only this kind of motion.
Figure 16(a) represents the image path used here. One can
notice that some images of the path are not aligned with the
direction the robot should follow. Figure 16(b), presents the
trajectory realized during the navigation. The system does not
perform the useless convergences towards images ψ1 and ψ3 of
the path, and manages to reach the desired position. Figure 17
gives the position of the robotic system during the motion.
The change of interest feature set is always performed before
the convergence.
VI. CONCLUSION
This article has presented a new control law for robot navi-
gation. It is assumed that an image path can be extracted from
a visual memory describing the environment. This image path
defines the visual features that the camera should observed
during the motion. The control law proposed does not require
a 3D reconstruction of the environment. Furthermore, images
of the path are not considered as successive desired positions
that the robot has to reach. Robot motions are defined with
respect to the points matched between consecutive views of
the path. These sets of matches are considered as descriptions
of area the robot has to successively reach. By requiring the
robot to observe these sets within good conditions, the system
Fig. 13. Exp.2: image path positions
Fig. 14. Exp. 2: realized trajectory
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Fig. 15. Exp. 2: Position of the camera during the navigation.
gets closer to the desired position. A qualitative visual servoing
control law has been presented. The originality of this control
law is that no particular desired positions or desired visual
measures are imposed, but rather an interval of confidence.
Experiments realized in simulations have shown the validity
of the proposed approach.
Further works will consider the application of this principle
to a real mobile robot. This requires to define specific visual
measures, adapted to the motion that can perform a robotic
system like a car. Furthermore, we are interested in the
extension of the control law in order to satisfy the non-
holonomic constraints of such robotic system.
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